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A CCMR team recently returned from Ranikhet, India, located above 6,000 feet in the foothills of the Himalayas, where they supported the US-India, Yudh
Abhyas command post exercise. From 17-29 September, faculty from CCMRs Multinational Exercises and LDESP programs led academic discussions and
facilitated training for a combined US and Indian army brigade staff of over 60 personnel.
The two week Yudh Abhyas command post exercise focuses on combined brigade staff operations in a UN multidimensional peacekeeping scenario set in a
fictional African country in crisis. US participants shared the benefits of network-enabled operations, joint air-ground coordination, and deliberate planning
processes. In return, Indian counterparts offered lessons learned and best practices from over forty years of UN peacekeeping operations and domestic
counter-insurgency operations.
The CCMR team was led by Mr. Scott Moreland, the Deputy Program Manager, of Multinational Exercises. Since Yudh 2012, the US and India have shared
scenario design and exercise management responsibilities. Mr. Moreland worked directly with his Indian counterparts through the planning, design and
execution phase to ensure that the exercise was an integrated effort that focused on building relationships and developing interoperability between the U.S.
and Indian armies. “India is emerging as a strong regional partner in Indo-Pacific Asia. The relationships of trust between our militaries continues to grow.
This sort of training prepares our forces to work together effectively in areas where we have common security interests.”
The Leader Development and Education for Sustained Peace (LDESP) program provided cultural awareness training to the 1-25th Stryker Brigade Combat
Team immediately prior to their deployment to India. LDESP’s Dr. Vino Roy joined the CCMR exercises team to facilitate training on military interactions
with the media. In addition to providing direct support to the exercise, Vino aimed to validate the outcomes of LDESP training in the field. “I particularly
appreciated observing the interactions between the soldiers from the two countries, the prejudices and sense of superiority that each brought to the initial
engagements, the gradual giving over of resistance and the mutual enjoyment and learning from each other that took place at the end.” The Yudh Abhyas
exercise provided an ideal opportunity for the two CCMR programs to form a coherent and mutually supportive education and training package.
CCMR has participated in the Yudh Abhyas exercise since 2008. This year marks a poignant milestone for faculty member Blaire Harms, who has served as
lead planner for Yudh Abhyas since its inception. Ms. Harms departs Hawaii this month as she shifts from serving the exercise program as CCMR liaison to
US Army Pacific and joins the Collaborative and Adaptive Security Initiative (CASI) team in Monterey. “Yudh Abhyas is special in that we are training
with a true peer partner in the Asia Pacific. We have a lot to learn from India. The Indian Army’s experiences with peacekeeping in Africa and the Middle
East provide an alternative to the approaches the US used in Iraq and Afghanistan that is worth exploring. These types of ‘soft missions’ are not self-evident
and if done incorrectly can change a relatively benign mission into a hostile one.”
Social and cultural exchanges were an integral part of the exercise a well. The cultural events and interactions further enhanced understanding, fostered
genuine friendships, and revealed the cultural similarities and democratic ideologies of the two nations. One Indian Colonel commented on the sincerity of
his US counterpart and indicated that “anything was possible, once that trust was established.”
The CCMR exercise program provides training and exercise assistance tailored to meet unit needs. Our experts are active in United Nations missions as well
as national, regional, and international humanitarian and developmental organizations. CCMR can help leaders design, plan, and conduct multinational
interagency training exercises varying in scope from military battalion staff exercises to multinational, multi-agency ‘mission’ level events.
For more information, please contact Scott Moreland at (831) 601-3740 or srmorela@nps.edu.
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